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A R T I S T S  A S  S T O R Y T E L L E R S

Take a closer look at these three pieces. Every piece of art tells a story– even a 
ripped up and taped back together piece of cardboard. Sometimes it’s a clear story (like art 
that represents stories from books, folktales, or mythology). But, sometimes the story is simply a feeling 
or an idea the artist is trying to express.

What do you think the message is in each of these works? Write down some of your ideas.
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Robert Rauschenberg

Henri Matisse

David Hockney

L E T ’ S  M E E T  T H E  A R T I S T S

Henri Émile Benoît Matisse was from France, and he lived from 
1869-1954. He studied to become a lawyer, and he was a law clerk before 
he became an artist. His style changed throughout his career, and he was a 
leader of the Fauvist movement! He was friends with many famous artists, and 
he had a complicated relationship with Picasso. They respected each other 
greatly, but were always competing to see who was the better artist. Their friend-
ly rivalry probably made them both better artists! //Photo: Carl Van Vechten

Milton Ernest “Robert” Rauschenberg was from the United 
States, and he lived from 1925-2008. The famous artist Josef Albers 
was one of his teachers. Rauschenberg is known for his assemblage art and his 
‘Combines’ where he combined painting with scraps of paper, photographs, and 
even 3 dimensional objects like spoons! He used his art as a platform to discuss 
social and political issues. He’s known as an Abstract Expressionist, but was 
also involved with Neo-Dada, Pop Art, Modern and Post-modern Art.

Hockney is from England, and he was born in 1937 and is still 
alive today! His parents encouraged his artistic talents from a young age, and 
as a child he loved Picasso and Matisse. In 2011 he was voted the most influ-
ential British artist of the 20th century. Hockney’s art spans multiple movements 
including Pop Art, Cubism, Realism, Modern and Post-modern Art! He’s quite 
well known for his paintings and his photo collages that he calls ‘joiners.’
//Photo: Rex Features
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T H E  E L E M E N T S + P R I N C I P L E S  O F  A R T
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Did you find the Parakeet and the Mermaid in 
this artwork? Matisse cut all of these organic shapes 
from paper he painted! He used a paint called gouache (it’s 
a lot like watercolor, but it’s opaque). The design he came 
up with here almost looks like a wallpaper pattern. This is 
because he used the element of repetition. There are a few 
basic shapes that he uses over and over again with slight 
variations. The parakeet and the mermaid are the only 
shapes that aren’t repeated. Matisse also uses a limited 
color palette. How many colors do you see?

When you understand the elements and principles of art you can use them skillfully, like 
Matisse, Rauschenberg, and Hockney did with their paper masterpieces! Let’s take a closer look at the 
art and see how many we can find... then, try to incorporate one or two of these ideas in your next work of art!

Robert Rauschenberg’s ‘Cardbird’ series uses balance to give the 
unusual shape of his piece a sense of evenness (even though it is not symmetri-
cal). Notice how he has some pieces sticking up, and other pieces going down? 
The overall form of the cardboard looks balanced because of the way he 
arranged the pieces. He also uses texture to show off the qualities of the materi-
als he’s using– the bumps of the corrugated cardboard and the tape he put in 
the lower left corner.

In this joiner collage, David Hockney employs several artistic 
devices. He uses emphasis to make certain things seem more important– like 
the street signs and the plants. The variations in value give visual interest to the 
sky and the pavement. (Value is when you see a color on a scale from lighter to 
darker.) There is a contrast between warm and cool colors. The scale of the 
different elements in this collage helps to tell his story and gives perspective and 
depth to the image.
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T I M E L I N E
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Do you know these art movements?

Post
 ModernismFauvism

Abstract
Expressionism

1899-1908

1943-1965

1960-2018

A departure from 
traditional art, it’s based 
on original ideas and thinking.

It translates to mean 
“wild beasts.” Bright color 
combinations play a key roll.

This movement was 
interested in sharing 
feelings over imagery. 
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N O W  I T ’ S  Y O U R  T U R N

Art Express
A 15 minute version for busy weeks!

1. Get an image to use. It can be a torn 
page from a magazine or a drawing 
you’ve made, or a page from an old wall 
calendar. A larger image will probably 
work better, and it should be something 
that you don’t mind drawing on.
2. Collect a black marker or crayon.
3. Draw overlapping squares or rectan-
gles on top of the image to show where 
you think it should be divided up. Think 
about the imagery and how to crop it.

David Hockney said his joiners collages were like ‘drawing with a camera.’ Let’s 
use this as our inspiration this week for our own art. Depending on how much time you 
have, you can make your art in a few different ways.

1. A magazine photo collage. Get out some old magazines and cut out some pictures. You can 
start with a background, and then layer other elements on top. It can be one image that you cut up into 
many pieces, or multiple images that you put together. It can be simple, or complex. Think about the 
elements of scale (the size relationship between your images) and composition (how you arrange them 
on your page).
2. A photocopy collage. Another way to collage your image together is to photocopy (black and 
white or color will work) an image 5-7 times. You can make them all the same size or you can enlarge 
some and reduce some to get a nice variety. Cut up the photocopies and play around with the compo-
sition. when you like how it looks, glue them down.
3. A real photo collage. Take a bunch of 
photos and print them out at home or at your local 
print shop. Try to have a variety of background and 
foreground images, and to include things close up 
and from a distance. With this method, you proba-
bly won’t need to cut up your pictures, you’ll just 
arrange and re-arrange them until you like the com-
position, and then glue them down. But if you’d like 
to cut out certain objects, you can.
4. A digital photo collage. With this method, 
you simply take one photo and then enter it into this 
online app: www.bighugelabs.com/hockney.php. 
(Note: I’m not affiliated with this site. I just found it 
online and thought it was fun. You can play around 
with it for free, or you may choose to purchase your 
image if you’d like.) You might know about other 
apps or websites that let you arrange multiple 
photos... if you do, feel free to use those instead.

Whatever method you choose, have fun!
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